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About This Game

In a world where humans worship dragons as their gods, a human girl and a dragon boy meet each other by chance.

A feudal fantasy Visual Novel - follow the story of Chi An as she struggles between the responsibility towards her family,
society, and freedom to pursue her own happiness.

STORY SUMMARY

"In my world, there’s no such thing as color."

You play as Chi An, a girl who can only see the world in black, white and shades of gray. Her view changed drastically when she
accidentally met Tian Zhao, a dragon who radiates golden light. Since then, she can no longer see the world in the same way

anymore.

However, it is forbidden for dragons and humans to be together. Will this love ever bear fruits?
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Romance, Drama & Fantasy

30+ Illustrations & 4 Endings

10 Original Soundtrack

Rated Teen 13+

LINKS

Game Homepage

Download Demo

Online Demo

Dragon Essence - Color My World - is presented to you by Zeiva Inc
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This is the best game because my friend cried. Its also fun, I just wish that the bombs had gravity and made bigger explosions.
Pretty awesome game! Never knew!. U can make a song in the menu. U can also shoot terrorists. Having such a good walk
through my 'hood (neighborhood).

Real cool to chill with, like, an ant and other things. Very cool. Very chill.. Neat bite sized action game with a (not so) nice
twist. I beat it in a couple of hours but could see myself enjoying a second playthrough at some point.

If you like games that shatter expectations and go into unexpected places, you'll get served with The Other Half.
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\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014
\u2505\u00a6 $ Price \u00a6\u2505
\u2611 Full
\u2610 Wait for sale

\u2505\u00a6 \u2600 Graphics \u00a6\u2505
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2611 OK
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

\u2505\u00a6 \u272a Audience \u00a6\u2505
\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Adults
\u2611 Everyone
\u2610 Tryhards

\u2505\u00a6 \u30c4 Difficulty \u00a6\u2505
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Mediun
\u2610 Easy to learn but Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Very Hard

\u2505\u00a6 \u06de Game length \u00a6\u2505
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2611 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2610 Endless

\u2505\u00a6 \u2740 Story \u00a6\u2505
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2505\u00a6 \u03df Bugs \u00a6\u2505
\u2610 Game itself is one BIG bug
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 No bugs that is destroying the fun
\u2611 Nothing. This game is surprisingly really fun. It relies on the very basics of survival and does it well :) Here's a
playthrough:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kBJwyWhcXlQ&t=1263s. Oh man...where to start?! This game...i have played it
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for....well... almost 11 years on & off now... once you start and get into it..kiss your life goodbye. You will never leave ;) ;) This
is unlike any game i have ever experienced and played. The community is amazing, the developers always have something up
their sleeve, its always striving to get better-- the people you meet will eventually become your family :), the friends you make,
experiences, everything about it just keeps you returning no matter what :) Don't get me wrong tho, there are ups and downs
BUT there are more ups than there are downs :D :D ;) I've been sitting here typing, erasing, retyping, trying to explain Dofus
perfectly to draw you in but i just can't seem to get the words right...! Just..please before you just merely read the page don't
give it a shrug and move on, please just give it a try and you will be amazed & most probably surprised at how much you will
like it :) When i saw Dofus was coming to steam my insides just swelled up and i got all teary eyed ! I felt like a mama bear
whos baby has grown up & taking their first step into the world <3 i am so excited for all you new comers to experience
this..please i beg you..just give it a chance and you will definitely not be disappointed :D <3 If you have any questions or need
any help inside the game Feel free to contact me and any of the people above-- we truly are a family here! I'm on the server
Rushu my IGN is 'Strawberriez" Looking forward to all the new players! :D Come join the family!!! <3. BEst game ever.. Let's
see... no hotspot highlight system, leaving some obnoxious pixel hunting at various points in the game, a truly awful ending that
leaves the story entirely unfinished, and the creator apparently supports a truly horrific Polish political party whose politicians
literally have a history of making jokes approving of domestic violence, saying Hitler wasn't to blame for the Holocaust, and
reportedly praising Nazi genocide camps.

Nice atmosphere, at least, but skip this one.

EDIT: Upon further reflection, the core problem of the game's story, and the reason the ending falls flat, is that it's a cargo cult
attempt to emulate the film Funny Games without understanding why that film's central twist and thesis so totally hinged on the
audience being a passive observer. The same condemnation doesn't work when you're actively working against the villain.. One
of the best games I've played so far, in all my life. For a text game it's a wonderful experience, really! Kind of reminds me of
my days playing table-top rpg with my friends. I think the previous one is better. I didn't like what they did with some of the
characters on the sequel, but still, it's the developers and writers choice, and it's very understandable. It's a wonderful game I
recomend to you all.
9/10. Arguably the best of the trilogy of shmups mechanic-wise, Kamui is also absurdly short. I'm talking 30 minutes for one
playthrough. Get it on sale if possible, but otherwise it's a nice time-waster.. The community is toxic beyond belief. When
"Noobs get out" is taken as a valid reason to execute someone in game, there's a serious problem.
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